To deal with the problem of signal detection in correlated subspace, this paper presents an augmented generalized likelihood ratio test (AGLRT) detector. Compared with traditional GLRT detector, this AGLRT detector has the advantage of incorporating the intersection component between signal and clutter subspace. Signal-contribution-ratio (SCR) and clutter-contribution-ratio (CCR) are defined to characterize the contribution of signal and clutter in the common subspace, respectively. The closed forms of both probability of detection and false alarm for the AGLRT detector are presented. It is shown that the detection performance of the AGLRT detector is better than the GLRT detector by choosing appropriate weight and threshold parameters. Then, analytical formulas of the suboptimal weight and threshold to maximize the detection performance are obtained. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed detector is demonstrated by various examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
Detection is a classical problem with wide application in radar [1] , [2] and communication systems [3] . A common assumption of signal detection in clutter and noise is that signal subspace and clutter subspace are linearly independent. With the opening of low altitude, the explosive growth of consumer grade Drones poses a serious threat on aviation safety, social security and public safety. Drones' salient features are low altitude, small RCS, slow speed [4] - [7] . There is a relatively high probability that slow targets (like Drones) may fall into the subspace of nonstationary clutter. The dependency of signals and clutters brings new challenges to traditional detection methods.
Passive radar (PR) in the context of drone detection and classification is certainly a viable endeavor and becoming increasingly attractive with the advancement of communication technologies and interests in higher transmission frequencies [8] - [12] . The inevitably strong clutter in PR may
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yang Li. cause either false alarms or missed target detections. Therefore, it is of great importance to design an efficient detector to consider signal detection within the dependent clutter.
As clutter mitigation is crucial to signal detection, many scholars have studied different techniques of clutter cancellation [13] - [19] . It is worth noting that potential meaningful signal components are canceled along with clutter mitigation as well in the scenario of correlated subspace signal detection. Colone et al. [13] developed an extensive cancellation algorithm (ECA) for disturbance cancellation and target detection based on projections of the received signal in a subspace orthogonal to both the disturbance and previously detected targets, which is widely used in passive radar systems. To deal with highly varying disturbance characteristics in the presence of slowly moving targets, Colone et al. [14] presented the sliding extensive cancellation algorithm (ECA-S). To reduce the complexity of the ECA approach, Zhao et al. [15] , [16] proposed a multipath clutter rejection approach with reduced complexity, namely, ECA-C, which takes full advantage of the main feature of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signals.
Yi et al. [17] formulated a generalized subband cancellation algorithm, which is more robust to non-ideal factors, such as carrier frequency offset, sampling frequency offset, fractional delay, and hardware frequency response. Instead of Gaussian clutter model, Rey-Maestre et al. [18] conducted a detailed study of clutter statistic for determining statistical model and designed a neural-network-based adaptive threshold technique for fulfilling false alarm requirements. Without removing an entire range bin, Goodman et al. [19] combined prior detection and estimation techniques with an iterative estimator to remove large clutter discrete.
Another important issue is to design a detector. The linearly independent relationship between signal and clutter is often taken as an assumption. Three famous detectors, Kelly's generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) [20] , adaptive matched filter (AMF) [21] and adaptive coherence estimator (ACE) [22] , are suitable to signal detection in clutter and noise. Under the additional assumption that clutter of unknown strength occupies a well-characterized known subspace, matched subspace detectors [23] generalized the classical matched filter [20] to obtain the robust detector. To solve the uncertainties about the steering vector, Besson et al. [24] worked on the detection problem within interference subspace and broad-band noise. Considering distributed targets, Bandiera et al. [25] addressed adaptive radar detection in noise plus interference assumed to belong to a known or unknown subspace of the observances. De Maio et al. [26] worked on adaptive detection and estimation in the presence of useful signal and interference mismatches under a homogeneous environment. Hack et al. [27] studied passive target detection with a noisy reference channel, where the transmitted waveform is assumed to be deterministic, but unknown. Liu et al. [28] - [30] focused on the problem of adaptive multichannel signal detection in Gaussian noise with unknown covariance matrix in homogeneous and partially homogeneous environments. Recently, Liu et al. investigated the problem of detection a multichannel signal embedded in subspace interference and Gaussian noise on Wald test in [31] , considered the mismatch signal detection in [32] and exploited the persymmetry to propose an adaptive detector in the presence of interference and Gaussian noise [33] . Zhang et al. [34] examined a new method of joint delay-Doppler estimation of a moving target in passive radar, where the reference channel received a noisecontaminated copy of the opportunity signal and the surveillance channel observation was polluted by a direct-path interference.
However, few research considers the detection problem of correlated subspace signals [35] - [38] . Santamaria et al. [35] , [36] formulated a unified framework of the correlated case, which derived the GLRTs for different correlated noise models. But they make an ideal assumption that the clutter has been canceled, which is not suitable in practice. They can not deal with the problem of dependent signal and clutter. Our previous work in [37] , [38] examined an ad-hoc combined detector, which outperformed the GLRT detector. But we don't present the closed forms of probability of detection and false alarm. We don't quantitatively analyze the influence of the intersection subspace on the detection performance. There is still lack of algorithms to find the suitable weights. It is difficult to implement this detector in practice.
This paper presents a systematic method to address the detection problem of correlated signal and clutter. The main contributions are as follows:
1) We present an augmented generalized likelihood ratio test (AGLRT) detector, which is formulated by additively capitalizing the intersection component between signal subspace and clutter subspace. Closed forms of probability of detection and false alarm for AGLRT detector are both given. It is shown that the detection performance of AGLRT detector is better than the GLRT detector by appropriate weight and threshold parameters.
2) Analytical formulas of the suboptimal weight w * sub and threshold T * sub to maximize the detection performance of AGLRT detector are presented. The corresponding algorithm is developed to design the detector. Numerical examples are given to demonstrate their effectiveness and feasibility.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The scenario of interest entails slow targets detection, in which signal subspace and clutter subspace may share a common subspace. The received data x ∈ C N are the superpositions of signal, clutter and additive noise.
Let {q 1 · · · q J }, {t 1 · · · t K } and {r 1 · · · r L } be the orthonormal bases of Q, T and R, respectively. Denote clutter subspace Q = span {q 1 · · · q J } ∈ C N ×J , the common subspace between clutter and signal subspaces R = span {r 1 · · · r L } ∈ C N ×L and signal subspace T = span {t 1 · · · t K } ∈ C N ×K . Q and T are linearly independent, i.e., = Q † T = 0. Such that Q⊕R and T ⊕R are the orthonormal bases for the entire (J + L)-dimensional clutter subspace and the entire (K + L)-dimensional signal subspace, respectively. The symbol ⊕ denotes the direct sum between two subspaces. The whole subspace division is shown in Fig.1 .
We consider the binary hypothesis testing problem
where β cs = β c + β s , β c and β s represent the contribution of clutter and signal on their intersection subspace, respectively. Under both hypotheses, the noise n is a zero-mean white complex Gaussian N -vector; i.e., n ∼ CN [0, σ 2 I N ] with σ 2 known. The complex vector α contains the coefficients of the component of x contributed by the clutter-only subspace in the basis Q. This is included in both hypotheses. The complex L-vector β c contains the coefficients of the component of x contributed by the clutter in spanR in the basis R. In (1), in which Rβ s represents the signal contribution from spanR and Tγ represents the signal contribution from the signalonly subspace spanT . We define the signal-noise-ratio SNR and clutter-noiseratio CNR as follows
It is worth noting that the contribution of clutter and signal in the intersection subspace cannot be identified in the data vector in practice. We proceed here to define signalcontribution-ratio (SCR), k s , and clutter-contribution-ratio (CCR), k c to quantitatively characterize the energy contribution of clutter and signal as shown in (5) and (6), respectively.
where k s > 0 and k c > 0. Either bigger k s or k c stands for larger contribution of signal or clutter in the intersection subspace R.
GLRT method is to mitigate the clutter by projecting the target echo into the orthogonal clutter subspace. However, the target part in the clutter subspace is also canceled. Therefore, we can improve the detection performance by exploiting the signal component of the data in R under H 1 . Specifically, we propose a statistic
where w is a weight parameter in (7) . P Q = QQ † is the orthogonal projection into Q, P R = RR † is the orthogonal
It is worth noting that ρ is equal to the GLR statistic in [38] when w = 0. ρ is named augmented GLR (AGLR) statistic.
Then AGLRT has the form
where T is the threshold. How to design the weight w and threshold T to optimize the detection performance of AGLRT detector in (8) is our main goal.
III. DISTRIBUTION OF THE DETECTOR
With the notations, assumptions and context established in the preceding sections, we proceed here to discuss the distributions of AGLRT statistic in (7) .
Combining (3), (4), (5) and (6), we can get the following equations,
Let Q-function be the tail distribution function of the standard normal distribution,
For a ≥ 0 and b ≥ 0, the generalized Marcum Q-function of real order v > 0 is defined by [39] Q
where I v is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order v.
Under the assumptions of weight w = 0 and white Gaussian noise n in (1) and (2), the statistic ρ in (7) can be characterized as non-central and central chi-square distribution under hypothesis H 1 and H 0 , respectively [40] .
Under H 0 ,
Therefore, the probability of detection P d is given by,
where Q v (a, b) is shown in (13) . The probability of false alarm P fa is given by,
where r (s, x) is the regularized gamma function. Specifically,
For w > 0, AGLRT statistic ρ in (7) can be characterized as a noncentral chi-square distribution with two parameters under both hypotheses H 1 and H 0 [40] .
Under H 1 , substituting (1) into (7),
Under H 0 , substituting (2) into (7),
Therefore, the probability of detection P d corresponding to (18) can be computed by,
The probability of false alarm P fa corresponding to (19) can be computed by,
IV. SIMPLE FORMULA TO DESIGN WEIGHT W AND THRESHOLD T
In general, our goal is to find the weight w and threshold T to maximize P d (w, T ) for a given probability of false alarm P fa0 . That is, we need to solve the following optimization problem,
Generally, it is difficult to find the optimal solutions w * and T * . Since it is hard to solve the equations (22)-(23) directly, next we will present an algorithm to compute suboptimal weight w * sub and threshold T * sub . Obviously, there exists ε ≥ 0 such that
where T 0 is the threshold if P fa (0, T 0 ) = P fa0 by (17) . In practice, a bisection method can be implemented to find ε. For a given error tolerance δ = 10 −7 , the maximal iterative time M is [41]
where [·] is rounding operation. Before presenting our main algorithm, we define some equations.
Recall that T 0 satisfies (17) for a given probability of false alarm P fa0 . Denote
For a given ε ≥ 0, let b d be the solution of
Define w sub and T sub as follows,
Now we are ready to present Algorithm 1, by which we can find a suboptimal weight w * sub and the corresponding threshold T * sub . Note that the bisection method is implemented to design the maximal ε * from step A-VI to A-X. (26) A-IV Compute P d (0, T 0 ) by (16) . A-V Set ε min = 0, ε max = 1 − P d (0, T 0 ) and compute M by (25) .
A-IX Calculate w sub and T sub by (28) and (29) . A-X if w sub > 10 * SNR * N break end if end for A-XI Set w * sub = w sub , T * sub = T sub and ε * = ε. A-XII Compute P d (w * sub , T * sub ) and P fa (w * sub , T * sub ) by (20) and (21) .
Plugging the outputs w * sub and T * sub of Algorithm 1 into (7) and (8), the AGLRT detector can be implemented as
: For given SNR, CNR, k s , k c , J , K , L and P fa0 , the outputs of Algorithm 1, P d (w * sub , T * sub ) and P fa (w * sub , T * sub ), have the following properties,
To prove Theorem 1, we need the following result [39] . Lemma 1: An asymptotic formula for Marcum Q-function
where Q(·) is shown in (12). Next we give the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof: By Lemma 1, (21) can be written as
By setting ||β c || √ w = X and
Then the first-order Taylor series expansion for P fa (X , Y ) about the point (0, 1) is
Further, the partial derivative of
Therefore, when Y is close to 1, we get ∂P fa (X ,Y ) ∂Y ≈ 0. In other words, the relationship between √ T and ||β c || √ w to minimize the probability of false alarm can be approximately linear,
where b fa is the square root of the threshold corresponding to probability of false alarm P fa0 with w = 0 shown in (26) . Similarly, by Lemma 1, (20) can be written as,
Then, we could get the relationship between √ T and w||β s || 2 + w||β c || 2 + ||γ || 2 to maximize the probability of detection can be approximately linear as well,
where b d is the square root of the threshold corresponding to probability of detection P d (0, T 0 ) + ε * with w = 0 shown in (27) .
Obviously, the intersection between (37) and (39) is our suboptimal solutions w * sub and T * sub . Finally, P d (w * sub , T * sub ) and P fa (w * sub , T * sub ) can be computed by (20) and (21), which completes the proof.
Remark: The probability of detection of the proposed AGLRT detector is always better than the GLRT one except when w = 0. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In
A. RESULTS OF AGLRT DETECTOR
To verify the effectiveness of AGLRT detector in (7) , Fig. 2(a) shows the relationship between probability density function and threshold corresponding to each hypothesis with given parameters SNR = −12dB, CNR = −15dB, k s = 1, k c = 0.5 and w = 1, which clearly illustrates the influence of threshold on probability of false alarm P fa (w, T ) and detection P d (w, T ). Fig. 2(b) exhibits the comparison between simulated receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve from the statistic ρ in (7) and theoretical one from theoretical expression of P fa and P d in (20) and (21) . It is obvious that simulated result matches with theoretical one, which verifies the effectiveness of AGLRT detector.
B. DISTRIBUTIONS OF AGLRT DETECTOR
To illustrate distributions of AGLRT detector, Fig.3 shows ROC curves comparisons under different signal-contributionratio k s and clutter-contribution-ratio k c . (20) and (21) show P d (w, T ) and P fa (w, T ) are functions of parameters SNR, CNR, signal-contribution-ratio k c and clutter-contributionratio k s . As known, the generalized Marcum Q-function Q v (a, b) increases with bigger a and decreases with bigger b. Therefore, P d (w, T ) and P fa (w, T ) will improve as w||β s || 2 + w||β c || 2 + ||γ || 2 and ||β c || √ w increase, respectively.
Specifically, we set SNR = −12dB and CNR = −15dB. Fig.3(a) shows three ROC curves with different k s = 0.34, 1 and 2. The parameters k c and weight w are the same, i.e., k c = 1, w = 1. We find that bigger k s (that brings bigger β s ) benefits the probability of detection P d (w, T ). Then the detection performance of AGLRT detector increases with bigger k s , which agrees with above analyses. Fig.3(b) examines three ROC curves with different k c = 1, 4 and 10. The parameters k s and weight w are the same, i.e., k s = 1, w = 1. It illustrates bigger k c decreases the detection performance of AGLRT detector. As known, bigger k c (that brings bigger β c ) benefits both P d (w, T ) and P fa (w, T ). What's more, the improvement of P d (w, T ) is higher than P fa (w, T ) as k c increases. Large k s will bring positive effect on the detection performance of AGLRT detector and large k c will show opposite result under above circumstances.
C. EFFECTIVENESS OF SUBOPTIMAL SOLUTIONS
To verify the effectiveness of suboptimal solutions, six cases of different SNR, CNR, k s and k c are conducted as shown in Table 1 . The probability of false alarm P fa0 is 10 −5 in all six cases.
Parameters in case 1 are SNR = −4dB, CNR = −10dB, k s = 4 and k c = 1. By (16) and (17), P d (0, T 0 ) is computed as 0.14. By the bisection method in Algorithm 1, the detection difference ε * is 0.85. Then suboptimal solutions are obtained, w * sub = 0.86, T * sub = 9.52, P d (w * sub , T * sub ) = 0.79 and P fa (w * sub , T * sub ) = 1.49 × 10 −7 . Therefore, the detection improvement P d is defined by the difference between P d (w * sub , T * sub ) and P d (0, T 0 ). In this case, P d is 65%, which verifies the effectiveness of suboptimal solutions. In addition, we note that P fa (w * sub , T * sub ) is less than P fa0 = 10 −5 . Parameters in case 2 are SNR = −2dB, CNR = −10dB, k s = 4 and k c = 1, in which SNR is 2dB higher than case 1. Similarly, P d (0, T 0 ) is computed as 0.5, which is higher than case 1. By Algorithm 1, the detection difference ε * is 0.49. Suboptimal solutions are obtained, w * sub = 0.56, T * sub = 8.42. P d (w * sub , T * sub ) and P fa (w * sub , T * sub ) can be calculated as 0.89 and 8.65 × 10 −7 , respectively. In this case, P d is 39%.
Compared to case 1, it shows that higher SNR brings higher probability of detection.
Parameters in case 3 are SNR = −4dB, CNR = −10dB, k s = 1 and k c = 1, in which k s is smaller than case 1. Similarly, P d (0, T 0 ) is computed as 0.92, which is quite large. By Algorithm 1, the detection difference ε * is 0. Suboptimal solutions are obtained, w * sub = 0, T * sub = 2.76. P d (w * sub , T * sub ) and P fa (w * sub , T * sub ) can be calculated as 0.92 and 1 × 10 −5 , respectively. In this case, P d is 0. Compared to case 1, it illustrates GLRT detector possesses quite good detection performance if k s is relatively small.
Parameters in case 4 are SNR = −4dB, CNR = −8dB, k s = 4 and k c = 1, in which CNR is 2dB higher than case 1. Similarly, P d (0, T 0 ) is computed as 0.14. By Algorithm 1, the detection difference ε * is 0.85. Suboptimal solutions are obtained, w * sub = 0.95, T * sub = 10.70. P d (w * sub , T * sub ) and P fa (w * sub , T * sub ) can be calculated as 0.72 and 4.19 × 10 −8 , respectively. In this case, P d is 58%. Compared to case 1, it shows that higher CNR decreases probability of detection.
Parameters in case 5 are SNR = −4dB, CNR = −10dB, k s = 4 and k c = 10, in which k c is higher than case 1. Similarly, P d (0, T 0 ) is computed as 0.14. By algorithm 1, the detection difference ε * is 0.85. Suboptimal solutions are obtained, w * sub = 0.98, T * sub = 11.15. P d (w * sub , T * sub ) and P fa (w * sub , T * sub ) can be calculated as 0.70 and 2.87 × 10 −8 , respectively. In this case, P d is 56%. Compared to case 1, it shows that higher k c decreases probability of detection.
Parameters in case 6 are SNR = −10dB, CNR = −5dB, k s = 0.1 and k c = 10, in which both SNR and k s are smaller than case 1. Similarly, P d (0, T 0 ) is computed as 0.21. By algorithm 1, the detection difference ε * is 0. Suboptimal solutions are obtained, w * sub = 0, T * sub = 4.18. P d (w * sub , T * sub ) and P fa (w * sub , T * sub ) can be calculated as 0.21 and 1 × 10 −5 , respectively. In this case, P d is 0. Since relative small SNR, the detection performance of GLRT detector is low. Compared to case 1, it shows that AGLRT detector cannot make use of signal energy in the common subspace because of low k s .
In general, AGLRT detector works well in case 1, case 2, cases 4 and 5 with suboptimal nonzero weight and threshold. Due to the high SNR and low k s in case 3, GLRT detector possesses relatively high detection performance and suboptimal weight w = 0 is adopted in the AGLRT detector. In case 6, detection performance of GLRT detector is quite low since low SNR. Because of low k s , suboptimal weight w = 0 is adopted in the AGLRT detector as well. In addition, P d (0, T 0 ) in case 1, cases 4 and 5 is the same since the SNR and k s are the same. Therefore, when SNR is relatively high and k s is relatively large, AGLRT detector holds obvious advantage over GLRT detector. Therefore, GLRT detector is a special case of the proposed AGLRT detector.
D. FEASIBILITY OF SUBOPTIMAL SOLUTIONS
To illustrate the feasibility of suboptimal solutions, Fig.4 shows the numerical comparisons between suboptimal solutions and optimal solutions corresponding to the parameters in Table 1 . Fig.4(a) to Fig.4(f) is coincident with case 1 to case 6, respectively. By (20) and (21) , relation curves between threshold √ T and weight √ w can be obtained under a given probability of false alarm and detection. The probability of false alarm in all six cases is P fa0 = 10 −5 .
The probability of detection corresponding to Fig 4(a) is 0.99, which can be obtained as P d (0, T 0 ) + ε * of case 1 in Table 1 . The blue dotted line and red dot dash line represent feasible solutions under the condition that P fa = 10 −5 and P d = 0.99, respectively. Therefore, the intersection between these curves is our optimal solutions. The red circle standing for suboptimal solutions of case 1 is also marked. It is obvious that suboptimal weight is smaller than optimal one and suboptimal threshold is higher than optimal one. Therefore, both P d (w * sub , T * sub ) and P fa (w * sub , T * sub ) are smaller than 10 −5 and 0.99. Similar results can also be found in Fig.4(b) , Fig.4(d) and Fig.4(e) .
Since SNR is higher of case 2 in Fig.4(b) , we could get higher P d (0, T 0 ) and P d (w * sub , T * sub ) than in Fig.4(a) . It is shown that suboptimal solutions of case 2 is closer to optimal solutions than case 1. Therefore, both P d (w * sub , T * sub ) and P fa (w * sub , T * sub ) in case 2 are higher than these in case 1. In Fig.4(d) of case 4, CNR is higher than case 1 leading to smaller P d (w * sub , T * sub ) and P fa (w * sub , T * sub ). Fig.4 (e) of case 5 with bigger k c keeps the same results as Fig.4(d) . Fig.4 (c) of case 3 shows the suboptimal weight w = 0 with P d (w * sub , T * sub ) = 0.92 under high SNR and small k s . Although suboptimal solutions are far from optimal solutions, the detection performance could remain satisfactory. There exists no intersection in Fig.4 (f) of case 6 since low SNR and small k s . The suboptimal solutions choose weight w = 0.
In general, suboptimal solutions are feasible to guarantee the advantage of AGLRT detector under the condition of high SNR and relatively big k s . Either high or low SNR with small k s , suboptimal solutions adapt weight w = 0, which is equal to the GLRT detector.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an augmented GLRT detector in clutter subspace, which makes use of some extra signal information. Signal contribution ratio k s and clutter contribution ratio k c are defined to characterize the general energy constrains. Closed form expressions of probability of detection and false alarm are presented in terms of the weight w, threshold T , SNR, CNR, k s and k c . Closed form expressions of suboptimal weight w * sub and threshold T * sub are given. For the same probability of false alarm, the probability of detection of AGLRT detector with suboptimal solutions is higher than the GLRT detector except when w = 0. Simulation results show the effectiveness and feasibility of our proposed detector and suboptimal solutions.
